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Key: Eb

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
Cm   x35543
G#   466544
Eb   x68886
Bb   x13331
Gm   355333

Intro: Cm  G#   x2

Verse 1:
Cm
  take it back and rewind this tape or
erase it black and you ll never think of him
             Bb             Cm
but we ve had  one chance to  take back
    Gm       G#    Cm
but over and over again
                Bb
i ll clean your wounds this time
Cm                    Gm
  so we can rewind it all
            G#     Cm
til they re gone tonight
            Bb
i ll tear into another lie (to you)
Cm                   Gm   G#
  cause you wouldn t take me home

Refrain:
G#
  your eyes aren t yours to be clear now
Bb                           G#
  cause you wouldn t take me home
your right and it wasn t a mistake
Bb



  i never told you what you were missing

Chorus:
Cm                     G#
  and i will feel them sigh
                Cm
i will feel the way
                     G#
and i will feel them sigh
Bb
to eternal sin
Cm
  i never wanted to hear all
                    G#
the things that you told me
we are the only ones we
            Cm
are running from
i never wanted to hear all
                    G#
the things that you told me
                Bb
we are the only ones we 
are running from

Post Chorus: Cm(hold)

Verse 2:
Cm     Gm        Cm
  this time it s over
     Gm
it s all in my head
         Cm
now it s over
     Gm  Cm
this time  not coming
Gm
home tonight

Outro:

Guitar Solo: Cm   x4
just take me home
  Cm
i want to break it off
we should stop cause 
                        G#
there s nothing going on
  Cm



i want to break it off
we should stop cause 
                        G#
there s nothing going on
Fm
we are the only ones
Fm                  Cm(hold)
we are the only ones


